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Abstract

This paper gives a comparative study on multi-layer file sharing mechanisms in Peer-to-Peer
(P2P) systems. Based on a well-known P2P system named Gnutella, two system architectures, I -layer

and 2-layer Ngnu architectures are proposed in order to reduce network traflic and to gain better
scalability. These architectures can be applied to large-scale systems, such as e-government, e-office
and e-library, which need an efficient file-sharing mechanism. To examine the efficiency and
effectiveness of the proposed methods, a number of simulations are made with respect to three factors:
time-tolive's (TTLs), the number of nodes and the number of queries. To compare these systems, the
number of messages and the mean query hits are measured and compared with the original flat
Gnutella system.
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l.Introduction
Recently, the peer-to-peer (P2P) systems

have emerged to be a focused architecture in
both significant social and technical points of
views. The P2P architecture refers to a class of
systems and applications that employ distributed
resources to perform a critical function in a
decentralized manner [1]. P2P systems usually
provide infrastructure for interpersonal
collaborative communities that share computing
power and storage space (e.g., Gnutella [2],
FreeNet [3]).
Currently, P2P systems have been used for a
class of systems and applications that employ
distributed resources to perform a critical
function in a decentralized manner. The
resources encompass computinS power. dala
(storage/content), network bandwidth, and
presence (computers, human, and other
resources). The critical function can be
distributed computing, data/content sharing,
communication and collaboration, or platform
services. Typical P2P systems reside either on
the edge of the Internet or in ad-hoc networks.
The advantage of P2P systems includes (l)
valuable externalit ies. by aggregating resources

through low-cost interoperability, (2) lower cost
of ownership and cost sharing, by using existing
infrastructure and by eliminating and
distributing the maintenance costs, and (3)
anonymityiprivacy, by incorporating these
requirement in the design and algorithms of P2P
systems and applications, and by allowing peers
a greater degree of autonomous control over
their data and resources. ln the past, P2P gained
visibility with Napster's support tbr music
sharing on the Web [4]. As more recent P2P
technology, the Gnutella file sharing has been
introduced in [5]. In such applications, the
Gnutella protocol allows users to search for and
download files from other users connected to the
Internet. However. the Gnutella has several
limitations, such as high download failure,
scalability and security. Towards these problem,
this paper propose two new architectures, 1-
layer and 2-layer Ngnu systems. By adding the
concept of layers into the original Gnutella
system, we can improve the download failure,
scalability and security. By means of simulation
experiments, we examine the efficiency and
effectiveness of the proposed methods with
respect to three factors: time-tolive's (TTLs),
the number of nodes and the number of queries.
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Fig. 1: Gnutella decentralized P2P model.

The number of messages and the mean
query hits are evaluated and compare to the
original flat Gnutella system. In the rest of this
paper, the architecture of Gnutella is described
in section 2. The multi-layer Ngnu is proposed
in section 3. Section 4 shows the experimental
result of the simulations of multilayer Ngnu.
The resulting analysis is given in section 5.
Finally, the conclusion is made in section 6.

2.Gnutella Architecture
This section gives a brief introduction to

Gnutella, the communication protocol used to
search for and share files among users [6], using
the example shown in Figure 1. Init ially, to
share files on the Gnutella network, a user (say
the node A in Figure l) starts with a networked
computer that runs a Gnutella client. Since this
node will work both as a server and a client. it is
generally ret'erred to as a (Gnutella) "servent"

(i.e., a SERVeT and a cliENT). The servent (or
node) A will then connect to another Gnutella-
enabled networked computer (".g., B in Figure
l) and then A will announce its existence to B.
The node B wi l l  in  turn announce i ts  ex is tence
to all of its neighboring nodes (..g., C and D in
Figure 1) that the node A is alive. This pattern
will continue recursively with each new level of
nodes announcing to its neighbors that the node
A is alive. Once A has announced its existence
to the rest of the network. the user at this node
can now query the contents of the data shared
across the network.

Gnutella [7] uses Time-To-Live (TTL)-
based flooding to search for objects. This
announcement broadcasting will end when the
TTL packet information expires; that is, at each
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level the TTL counter will be decreased by one
from some initial value until it reaches zero at
which point its broadcasting will stop. To
prevent users from setting this initial TTL value
too high, the majority of the Gnutella servents
will refuse packets with excessively high TTL
values. However, from the user perspective, the
maximization of the chances to find the required
file, means using a as high as possible, TTL
value. This is the trade-off point for this
network. A low TTL means to minimize the
usage of the network resources whereas a high
TTL value will maximize the QoS provided to
the users of the network. The Gnutella protocol
consists of five descriptors that are used by the
servents or the clients to communicate with each
other over the network. The descriptors follow a
set of rules as to exchange these descriptors. The
descriptors that Cnutella uses are defined in
Table l.

Descriptor Description
Ping Used to actively discover hosts on

the network. A servent receiving a
Ping descriptor is expected to
respond with one or more Pong
descriotors.

Pong The response to a Ping. Includes
the address of a connected
Gnutella servent and information
regarding the amount of data it is
makins available to the network.

Query The primary mechanism for
searching the distributed network.
A servent receiving a Query
descriptor will respond with a

Query Hit if a match is found
asainst its local data set.

Query Hit The response to a Query. This
descriptor provides the recipient
with enough information to
acquire the data matching the
corresoondins Ouerv.

Push A mechanism that allows a
firewalled servent to participate in
the file sharins.
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Fig. 2: The lL-Ngnu architecture.

3. l-layer Ngnu vs. 2-layer Ngnu
Architectures

In Gnutella, the communication is high due
to the fact that the communication will
propagate from a node to all of its neighboring
nodes. Therefore, when time passes, the number
of issued messages grow exponentially. In the
worst case, the number of messages transferred
is kx(k- I ) pairs, where ft is the number of nodes
in the system. In order to solve this
exponent ia l ly  growing communicat ion.  we
propose the concept of multi-layer file sharing
mechanisms, called Ngnu. Instead of a flat
structure like Gnutella, the nodes are arranged
into layers. In this paper, we propose two
versions of Ngnu, called lJayer (1L-Ngnu) and
2-layer (2l-Ngnu). The Ngnu architecture is
dictated by geographical relationships between
nodes and "logical" hierarchy of clusters and
sub-clusters in which the members move as a
group.

3.1 The ll-ffgnu Architecture

Figure 2 illustrates an example of the
physical clustering in the proposed ll-Ngnu
architecture. In this architecture, the existing
nodes (computers) are grouped into a set of
clusters. Although it is possible to consider
different approaches in clustering the nodes,
distance constraints need to be considered in
order to reduce high traffic communication. In
each cluster, there are three main types of nodes;
namely (1) the cluster head, (2) gateway nodes
and (3) internal nodes. The cluster head acts as a
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local coordinator of transmissions within the
cluster. Gateway nodes are located at the
boundary of the cluster, and pedorming
communication with nodes outside the cluster.
In general, each node in the cluster has their
unique identifier. When a new internal node
joins the network, it will register itself to the
cluster head. Therefore, the cluster head keeps
tracks of all internal nodes within its responsible
cluster. When a node sends out a request (a
query) for an object, it initially sends the query
to the cluster head. Later the cluster head
forwards the query request to all the existing
internal nodes present in its responsible cluster.
As done in Gnutella, the query request will be
propagated according to the reply message;
object found or object not found. When the
object is found in a particular internal node, the
cluster head will be informed and then it will
send the information, including its ID, of the
node which possesses the object, to the node
which made the request. Finally, a direct link
between these two nodes is established and the
object is transferred or shared. On the other
hand, ifthe requested object does not exist in the
local cluster, the cluster head forwards the query
request to the neighboring cluster head via the
cluster's gateway nodes. If the requested object
is found in a neighboring cluster, a "virtual link"
between the requesting node and the node
holding the object will be established and then
the object is transferred or shared. The drawback
of the ll-Ngnu with respect to Gnutella is the
need to continuously update information in the
cluster head when internal nodes join and leave
the network. On the other hand, ll-Ngnu
provides security with node registration and
node identification and can handle scalability
because the entire system is divided into a set ol
clusters with respect to its geographical location.
This feature is desirable since it is more likely
that a requested object tends to be available in
the same area, i.e., users belonging to the same
area normally possess same likes and dislikes.
At the same time, the ll-Ngnu still holds the
P2P property within the cluster by propagating a
query from a node to its neighboring nodes.
However, for a remote area, the query is
processed in a centralized manner via the cluster
head. Hence, the logical partitioning of the
nodes into separate clusters could provide
scalability, security, improve query performance
and minimize download failures and reduce or
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ExECQUERY(q ue ry, responQ
begin
pid = GrrPro0;
if( FTNDOBJECT(query) ) then
respond = lpidl:
else
if (TTL < thresholfi tben

nlisr = GrrNBrcHBoR(pi0;
foreach nidinnl ist

ExacQunnv(q ue ry, re sp ond I ) @ nid;
respond= respond ct respondl;

else
respond = A;

end if
end if
if( ISCLUSTERHEAD(p'd) AND

respond==A) then
clisr = NBrcnnoRct.usrER(pld);
foreach cidin clist

ExECQUERY(q ue ry, re spond I ) @ cid;
respond= respond tt respondl;

else
respond = Q,

end if
end
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2 6 : INITIALQUavv(quen, re,sponQ
27 : begin
28: pid = GETPIDQ;
29: if( ISCLUSTERHEAD(pId) ) then
3O : ExpcQunnY(query, respond)@pid;
31 :  e lse
32: cld = CrustBnHEADO;
33 : ExECQUERY(querv, respond)@cidi
34 :  end i f
3 5 :  e n d

Figure 3: The pseudo code for lL-Ngnu.

separate network support cost. The algorithm for
the lL-Ngnu mechanism is shown in Figure 3.

When a node dispatches a query to find a
resource, the INITIALQUERY function will be
executed. The GErPto function returns the ID of
the node (pld) executing the function. The
ISCLUSTERHE,qo checks whether the node is the
cluster head of that cluster or not. The
ExncQusnv function transfers the query for the
requested object to the node specified by its ID
(i.e., @pid or @cifl. The Cr-usrsRHeao
function outDuts the ID of the cluster head node.

Fig.4: The 2l-Ngnu architecture.

The FtNoOaJECT function returns 1 when the
object matching with the query is found inside
the node. The GerNBtcHBoR function retums
the list of neighboring nodes (nlist). The
NEIGHBORCLUSTER returns the list of cluster
head nodes which are neishbors to the current
node.

3.2 The 2l-Ngnu Architecture
The 2l-Ngnu architecture aims to provide

the same functionality to that of the ll-Ngnu
but more scalable with one more layers added.
For example, as depicted in Figure 4, the inner
layer (later called layer 1) of the 2l-Ngnu
system occupies a number of physical sub-
clusters in a cluster. In the figure, there are 4
sub-clusters forming a cluster. A cluster is
organized in the form of a ll-Ngnu architecture.
That is, there are a sub-cluster head, gateway
nodes and the internal nodes for each sub-
cluster. In the outer layer (later called layer 2), a
system is virtually formed by a number of
clusters. In the outer layer there are no cluster
heads to communicate with the other clusters so
the Sub-cluster heads communicate with local
Sub-clusters as well as with the neighboring
Sub-clusters. Sub-clusters and clusters are
organized by taking geographical locations into
account.
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In each sub-cluster. the sub-cluster head node
acts as a local coordinator of transmissions
within the sub-cluster. Analogous to the lL-
Ngnu architecture, the sub-cluster head acts as
the cluster head in the ll--Ngnu architecture.
When an internal node queries an object in the
network, the process is the same as the lL-Ngnu
architecture, except the request reaches the

3 3 : INITIALQUnwv(que ry, re,spond)
3 4 : begin
35: pid = GETPID0;
36 : if( ISSUBCLUSTERHEAD(pfuD ) then
3'7 : ExEcQUERY(quen, responQ@pid;
3 B :  e l s e
39: cid=SunClusrBnHB.tnol
40 : EXECQUERY(quent, respond)@cid:
4L :  end i f
4 2 :  e n d
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boundary of the cluster. At the boundary, the
request is transferred to gateway nodes of the
neighboring cluster. The pseudo code for the
2l-Ngnu is shown in Figure 5. The 2l-Ngnu
code is similar to the ll--Ngnu code, but also
includes the codes for handling boundary nodes,
appearing at line numbers 23 to 30. When the
request reaches a boundary between any two
clusters, the gateway (boundary) nodes dispatch
a query to the gateway nodes of its neighboring
clusters. The ISBoUNDARYNODE function
returns true if the current node (plfl is a
boundary node. The GATEwAYNoop function
returns the list of neighboring gateway nodes
(g/lsr). Then the request is transferred to the
neighboring clusters via these gateway nodes.

4. Simulation Experimental Results
4.1 Experiment Environment

In order to evaluate the proposed
architectures, a simulator is implemented using
Visual Basic and its networking functions.
Using the simulator, a set of experiments is
made to compare the proposed system
architectures lL-Ngnu and 2l-Ngnu to a
Gnutella-style P2P network t8l. The basic
scheme of the simulation is to initialize a P2P
file sharing system based on observed statistical
data and educated assumptions. Each peer of
Gnutella, domain and sub-domain of lL-Ngnu
and 2l-Ngnu is simulated as a separate process,
and each of them maintains a FIFO queue fbr
incoming requests. A workload generator
continues generating query and download
requests, the intervals between successive
requests follow an exponential distribution. A
peer process is an infinite loop, which
continuously services incoming requests and
performs appropriate actions based on the
request type. To account fbr the dynamic nature
of the P2P network, we created a process that
emulates the behavior of peers leaving and
joining the network. The simulation used
various statistical distributions to simulate the
behavior or resource distributions within the
network. These data are derived from
measurement studies by Ripeanu et al. and
Saroiu et al. [8], and therefore our simulation is
close to real Gnutella networks.
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ExncQunnv(r7 ue ry, re spond)
begin
pid = GnrPn0;
if( FINDOBJECT(query) ) then
respond = lpidl:
else

if (TTL < threshol{ then
niisr = GnrNucHBoR(pi4;
foreach nidinnlist

EXECQUERY(q ue n-, re s p o nd I ) @ n id;
respond= respond u respondl;

else
respond = A;

end if
end if
if( ISSUBCLUSTERHEAD(p',0 AND

respond==A) then
c/isr = NSTcUnoRCLUSTER(pi0;
foreach cid in clist

ExncQunnv(q u e ry-, r e sp ond I ) @ t: id ;
respond = respond r.,, respondl;

else
if ( ISBoUNDARYNoDE(pi., ) then
g/isl = GATEWAYNODE(pi4;
foreach gidin glist

ExocQuonv(r7 ue ry-, re spond I ) @ g id;
respond= respond t-t respondl;

else
respond = A;

end if
end if

end

Figure 5: The pseudo code for 2l-Ngnu.
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4.2 Simulation Settings
The lbllowing assumptions are applied to

all the system architectures; Gnutella, lL-Ngnu
and 2l-Ngnu for all experiments if no other
settings are specified.

e There are 10000 nodes with identical
capabilities participating in the network.

o The TTL value can be set to any value. The
default value is 7 if not specified. lt is the
common value used in most Gnutella
networks.

o Two alternative queries are (1) random
query and (2) static query. A random query
is a query starling from a random location
and searching for some random objects
while a static query is one that starting from
a fixed location with a fixed time interval
and then searching for specified objects

r The simulation duration can be set to any
Iength.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

TTL Step

Fig.7: Number of generated messages in each TTL.
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Fig. 8: Comparison of query hit rate.

4.3 Simulation Results
As the first step, the total number of

network messages is examined. With the TTL of
7, the system is simulated by varying the
number of nodes. The simulation duration for
each test is l0 milliseconds. The total numbers
of generated messages are shown in Figure 6.
From the result. as the number of nodes
increases the network traffic in Gnutella is much
higher than that of 1L-Ngnu or 2l-Ngnu
throughout the entire simulation. The ll-Ngnu
has the lowest network traffic. This is due to the
distribution of nodes into clusters as per their
geographical location.

As the second experiment, the network
traffic of the three systems is examined with
different TTL values starting from I to 7. By
default, the TTL value is set to 7. The result is
shown in Figure 7. When the TTL is small (l or
2), there are not so many messages generated
and all the systems have almost the same
number of messages. However, when the TTL
value is set to a larger number, it is observed
that the Gnutella network generates much more
messages than the ll-Ngnu and 2l-Ngnu do.
The lL-Ngnu achieves the lowest network
traffic.

In the third experiment, we compare the
query hit rate percentages of these three
systems. In this experiment, the TTL is set to its
default value (i.e. 7), the number of nodes is set
to 10000 and the number ofqueries is set to 300.
The query hit is recorded by varying the time to
run the simulation. Initially, the Gnutella
network gains the lowest query hit rate of 60Vo,
ll-Ngnu has a query hit rate of 80Vo and 2L-
Ngnu has a query hit rate of nearly 90%. When
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the simulation duration is set longer, the query
hit rate increases for all the systems and finally
their query-hit rates are saturated to 1007o,
especially after l0 seconds.
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The ll-Ngnu and 2l-Ngnu not only have less
network traffic than Gnutella but also provide
scalability, security by registering the users as
well as reduction in download failure due to the
unavailability of the cluster head or the sub-
cluster head. The lL-Ngnu and 2l-Ngnu
architectures can be implemented as a part of
file-sharing applications such as e-government
and e-library [0]. In the future, in order for
Ngnu to establish itself among individuals and
organizations as a file sharing method of choice,
we are going to provide Ngnu with a naming
system for its dynamic nodes and objects. It is
also interesting to explore how a system with a
higher degree of layering performs.
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